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MILDLY NORMAL SPACES 

By M. K. Singal and Asha Rani Singal 

The concept of almost normal spaces has been introduced recently in [5]. A 

space is said to be almost normal if every pair of disjoint sets, one of which is 

closed and the other is regularly closed, can be strongly separated. Obviously, 
every n01'mal space is almost normal. AIso, there exist almost n01 mal spaces 

which are not nonnal. In the present paper, we propose to introduce the class‘ 

of mildly normal spaces which properly contains. the class of almost normal 

spaces. Mildly normal spaces have also been studied recently by E. P. Lane [2] 

in connection with insertion of continuous functions. 

DEFINITION 1 A space X is ‘ said to be mildly normal if for every pair of 

disjoint regularly closed subsets F 1 and F2 of X , there exist disjoint open sets U 

and V such that F 1CU, F 2CV. 

Obviously, every almost nonnaI space is miIdly nonnal. However, a mildly 

nonnal space may fa iI to be almost normaI as is shown by the following example. 

EXAMPLE 1 Let X = {aij' Ci' a : i , j = 1, 2, …} • Each atj is‘ isolated. A fundamental 

system of neighbourhoods of ci is {UII(ci) : n=I, 2, …} where UII(Ci) = {ci， a젠 : j는n} 

and that of a is {UII(a) : n= 1, 2, ... } where UII(a) = {a , aij : i，j르n}. It may be‘ 

verified that this space is a Hausdorff space which is mildly normal but not almost 
nOl ll1al. 

THEOREM 1 For a space X , the following are equivalent: 

(a) X z.s mildly normal. 

(b) For eνery regularly closed set A and eνery regularly open set B containing 

A , there is an 0φen set V sκch that ACVCVCB. 

(c) For eveη regularly open set B containing a regμ:[aγly closed set A, ther~ 

exists a regularly open set U such that ACUζUCB. 
(d) For every pair 01 disjoint regularly closed sets A and B, there exz.st open 

sets U and V sκch that ACU, BCVand Unv=ø. 
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PROOF. Ca)=ìCb). If B is a regularly open set containing a regularly closed 

set A , then A and X-B are disjoint regularly closed subsets of X. Therefore, 

there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that ACV, X-BCU. It follows 

that X-UCB and thus AζVCVζB. 

Cb)=ìCc). If B be a regularly open set containing a regularly closed set A, 

then there exists an open set V such that ACVζVCB. If V O =U, then ACUC 

U CB where U is regularly open. 

Cc)=ìCd). If A and B be disjoint regularly closed sets, then X-B is a regularly 
open set containing the regularly closed set A. Therefore there exists a regularly 

open set W such that ACWζ7ζX-B.Again， since W is a regularly open set 
,containing the regularly closed set A, therefore there exists a regularly open set 

U such that ACUζITζW. Let X-W = V. Then, ACU, BζV and' unV=ø. 

Cd)=ìCa). Obvious. 

THEOREM 2. Every closed, continuous, open iηzage 01 a mild.μI norηzal s강ace is 

mildly normal. 

PROOF. Easy to verify. 

THEOREM 3. A sψace X is mildly normal il and only il lor every pair 01 

disjoint regμlarly closed sets A and B , there exists a continuoμs lunction 1 on X 

into the closed interval [0, 1] sκch that ICA) = {아 and ICB) = {1} • 

PROOF. First, if A and B be disjoint regularly closed sets and if 1 be the 

continuous function on X into [0, 1] 없ch that ICA) = {O} , ICB) = {1}, then the 
sets 1一1 {[O, 112 [} and 1-1 

{] 112, 1]} are disjoint open sets containing A and B 
respectively. Hence X is mildly nonnal. 

Conversely, let X be mildly normal and let A and B be disjoint regularly closed 

subsets of X. Let X-B=G1• Then G1 is a regularly open set containing the 

regularly closed set A. Therefore, in view of theorem 1. Cc) , there exists a 

re밍llarly open set G1/2 such that ACG1/2C강1/2CG1• 표 the sets Gp/ 2" p= 1, …, 

21 have been determined such that AζG1/2‘ ζ강112‘ CG2/2 ，C'" ζ갇 Cp-1)/2' CGpf2' ζ 
… C Gl' then since X is mildly normal, there exists G(2j+ 1)/2써 such that AcG 

1/2써 CG 1/2써CG2/2‘+1 and 감2jj2써ζG(2H1)/2‘+1 C감(2H1)/2써 CG(2j+2)/2l+l, i드f드t 
-1. By induction it follows that if Q be the set of all rationals of the form j /2

t
, 

1드j르2a ’ i being any natural number, then the sets Gr may be defined for all 

:rEQ such that ifr1and r2 be any two rationals in Q where η <r2’ 
then AC 
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GrlCGrlCGr,CGroCGr Let f be a function defined on X into [0.1] such that 
f(x)=l for aIl xEB and f(x)=glb{1': 1'EQ. xεX --G r} for aII xεG1• Then 
f(A) = {O}. f(B) = {1} • Thatf is continuous may be verified as in the proof of 
the standard Urysohn’ s Lemma. 

THEOREM 4 A space X z's ηzz1dly normal if and only tj' fo1' eve.η， function f on 

a regularly closed set A into [0.1]. theγe exists a continuoχs function f* : X • [0.1] 
such that f*/A=f. 

PROOF. Using theorem 3 above and observing that every regularly closed subset 
of a regularIy closed subset of X is itself a regularIy closed subset of X [1. 

page 75]. the proof involves sta며ard techniques used in the proof of the weII 

known Tietze extension theorem for normal spaces. 

DEFINITION 2 [Singal and Arya. 4]. A space X is said to be almost regular 

if for every regularIy closed set A and a point x졸A. there exists open sets U 

and V such that ACU. xεV and unv=ø. 

THEOREM 5 Eνery almost 1'egula1'. almost compact space is mzïdly norηzal. 

PROOF. Let A and B be disjoint regularly closed subsets of an almost regular. 
almost compact space X. X being almost regular, for each xεA. there exist open 

sets G x and H Bx such that xεGx• BCHBx and 갑xnHBx=Ø. Then, {GxnA: xεA} 
is a relatively open covering of A. Since every regularly closed subset of an 

almost compact space is almost compact, therefore A is almost compact. It 

foIIows that there exists a finite subfamily {GxnA: i=l. …. n} whose closures (in 
n n n 

A) cover A. Obviously then A닥딘Fx.· Let H=꾀1 HBx, and Iet G=Xτ되 II Bx,' 

AIso, AζG， BCH and GnH=ø. Hence X is mildly normal. 

COROLLARY 1 [Papié.3]. Every almost compact Urysohn space is mildly norma!. 

PROOF. Every almost compact Urysohn space is almost re밍Ilar [3]. 

THEOREM 6 Every almost 1'egula1'. Lindelöf space is ηzildly norηzal. 

PROOF. Let X be an almost regular. Lindelöf space and let A and B be two 
disjoint regularIy closed subsets of X. For each xεA. there exists an open 않t Ux 

such that xεUxCUxCX-'vB. It foIIows that for each point xεA. there is an 

open set Ux such that xEUx and UxnB=rþ. Then 2f= {Ux : xεA} is an open 

covering of A. Since every closed subset of a Lindelöf space is Lindelδf. therefore 

2f admits of a countable subcovering {Un: n=l. 2. …}. SimilarIy. for each point 
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yεB. there exists an open set Vy such that yEVy and VynA= qS. Again r= {V. : 
y 

yEB} is an open covering of the Lindelöf set B and therefore r has a countable 

subcovering {V n : n= 1, 2, …}. Let Aχ=U”~U {Fk : k드%} and 1et B”=V”~U {ITk : k 

드n} for each n= 1, 2, …. Since AnnV…=qS for all n는m， therefore AnnB" ‘=qS for 

all κ는m. Similarly, AnnB",=qS for a l1 n드m. Hence AnnBm= qS for all m, n. If 

G=U {An:n=l , 2, …} and H = U {Bn : n= 1, 2, "'}, then G and H are disjoint open 

sets such that AcG. BCH. Hence X is miIdly normal. 

THEOREM 7 Every almost regχlαr sþace μlith a (7-locally jinite base is ηzildly 

szormal. 

PROOF. Let Fl and F 2 be disjoint regularly closed subsets of an almost regular 

space with a (7-locally finite base {G"이) : χ=1， 2, ---, 2εA셔 . Since X is almost 

regular, therefore for each point xεF l' there exists a basic open set Gι(À.x) 

containing x whose c1osure is contained in X~F2 and f。r each yεF2， there is a 

basic open set Gn,(ÀY) containing y whose closure is contained in X~Fl' Let 

Gk(F‘ J 설~， Gk(À.x) and Gk(F，끽닐Fz Gk(Xy)· Then EM끽싫‘따(ì.，，) CX~F2' and 

다(F，건설rack@)C X~Fl. Let U，찌 
00 c。

싫” εk(Fl)· If Ul?l=싣lUIl(F，) and UF,=}d. lU lI(F,) then F1CUF" F 2CUF, and UF, 

n U F, = ø. AIso, U F
1 

and U F, are open. Hence X is mildly normal. 

DEFINITION 3 [Singal and Arya, 4J. A space X is said to be weakly regu!ar 

if for every point x and every regular1y open set U containing x , there is an 

{)pen set V such that xεVCVCU. 

THEOREM 8 Every weakly regular 1learly þaracomþact sþace is mildly 1wrmal. 

PROOF. Let X be a weakly regular, nearly paracompact space and let A and 

B be any two disjoint regular1y closed subsets of X. Let xEA. Then 갑r CAζX 

-B. Since X is weakly regular, there exists an open set V" such that V.,nB= qS 
and xεVx· Then {v; ; xεA} U {X - A} is a regular open covering of X. Since X is 

near1y paracompact, therefore this covering has a local1y finite open refinement. 

Let 2(= {Ua; αEA} be the family oÍ those members of this refinement which 

intersect A. Let U = U {U a : αεA}. Then U is an open set containing A. Let U'I', 
=X-U {ll a :aEA}. ThenU싹 is an open set such that UnU싹=qS. For each αεA ， 

there exists an xEA such that U _CV~. Since V ζYO=Y_CX-B. therefore B a-' X- - ................. - a--.%' . .t' ’ 
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nU a=ø for a lI a. Thus BCXrvU {U a : aεA} =W(say). 

Then U and W are disjoint open sets containing A and B respectively. 

COROLLARY 2 Every almost regular, nearly paracompact space z's mz"ldly normal. 

PROOF. Every almost regular space is weakly regular. 

COROLLARY 3 Every 1zear，μI paracompact Hausdorll space Z"S ηzildly normal. 

PROOF. Every nearly paracompact Hausdorff space is almost regular. 

THEOREM 9 Eν'ery regμlarly c!osed subspace 01 a mildly nornzal space z's ηzz"ldly 

normal. 

PROOF. Follows easily in view of the fact that if F be a regularly closed subset 

of a regularly closed subset Y of X , then F is a regu1arly closed subset of X. 
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